Nick Buzinski
nick.buzinski@praux.com
248.766.4092
Ferndale, MI 48220

Overview
I excel working on my own or in small teams
Words
I am dexterous with tedious detail work and deft with longer-termKey
projects
as well

wsu customer music audio dealers

Creative, problem solver, techno-phile, musician, knower of obscure facts
distribution panels order created
My passions are culture; art, music, design, technology, typography
and calligraphy,
session
and food

Similar Resumes

Objective
Continued learning and expansion of knowledge
Exploring communication in all its forms; face-to-face, advertisements and interactions
therein, as well as in community and cultural arenas

Employment History
2009-Present

Vintage King Audio, M1 Distribution

Vintageking.com ,
Ferndale, MI

Sales Support, Operations
Supporting a lead salesman with Vintage King
Coordinating customer orders - from arranging quotes for the salesman, to processing
payment from the customer, and making sure the inventory is ordered and fulﬁlled
properly
Order Management, Customer Service, and Purchasing with M1 Distribution
Distribution of American-made products to dealers across Europe and Asia, personally
handled communication eﬀorts and order logistics with dealers as well as managing
purchase orders with the product manufacturers
2008-2009

Ringside Creative

Oak Park, MI

Freelance Audio Assistant

2008

Work within the Audio department of a full service Integrated Media Studio. Postproduction TV and Radio work including spots for the auto industry, Michigan tourism,
and more. Duties include session logs, resource management (video and audio
elements), music selection for clients to review for the spot, and customer service, as
well as working with the Audio Engineer to execute the session
Pleasant Ridge, MI
Golden Acoustics
Intern
Created proposals for potential clients, analyzing spaces for suitable acoustic treatment
using ﬁberglass panels and proprietary Distributor panels based on dimensions and
materials, created Google Sketchup CAD mockups indicating aesthetics and placement
of treatment in the space

Education
2004-2008

Wayne State University

Detroit, MI

Bachelors of Music (Honors) with a focus in Music Technologies
WSU Recording Studio & Schaver Music Recital Hall, recording engineer and support
WSU Music Library and Computer Lab, supervisor
Specialized in Composition (works composed for piano, Soprano/Harp/F-Horn, WSU
Womens Chorale, guitar duo, didgeridoo)
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